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Promoting Business 
Enablement with 
Optimal Tag 
Manager Security

 Digital businesses seeking to be 

competitive are facing bigger 

marketing, operational, and 

business challenges. Enter Tag 

Management Systems (TMSs). 

But what's the impact on 

website security? What, or who, 

is bridging the gap between 

marketers who need quick(er) 

tag implementation and 

security teams that are usually 

unhappy with live external code 

in their ecosystems.

Tag Managers significantly upgrade Marketing stacks by enabling smooth data collection. This helps 

accelerate time to market (TTM), while also improving website performance that enhances customer 

satisfaction. The results are clear. As per a recent Tealium survey,  can 69% of Tag Manager users

implement new tags within 24 hours, something only 23% of the respondents manage with IT

support only.

But unfortunately, online businesses are now facing a wide range of security and compliance challenges 

that come with the aforementioned benefits.

https://tealium.com/blog/tag-management/6-compelling-statistics-tag-management/
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Digital Security Challenges 
are Multiplying
Digital businesses today are facing multiple challenges as they try to find the right balance between 

scaling up fast and ensuring optimal digital security standards. 

Compliance and Privacy Issues 
Created by Conflicting Interests

Marketing teams today are result-driven entities 

that want to expand their abilities by 

implementing functionally instantly. While 

CISOs and security teams prefer working as per 

predefined protocols and standardized 

procedures. This conflict is creating big gaps 

and friction in organizations today.

Traditional Application 
Security Tools and Solutions 
Provide Partial Coverage

Tag managers are loading scripts at runtime. 

Security tools like Pen Testing Code Reviews 

and WAFs are not effective in such cases. To 

make sure all added tags are kept track, you 

need a dynamic and comprehensive security 

solution today.

Company SSDLCs are Being 
Bypassed Due to Growing 
Tag Usage

CISOs and security teams dread Tag Managers 

as they introduce external code directly into the 

ecosystem, bypassing the company SSDLC. 

Marketers actually like them, as they reduce 

dependency on IT teams. Devs are caught in the 

crossfire, increasing cross department friction.
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Security Risks Created by 
Tag Managers
Digital marketers and sales teams can add external code directly to production with 

tag managers. Unfortunately, adding a new social integration or writing inline code 

directly also involves the unintentional bypassing of the security processes that 

have been implemented by CISOs and security teams. This is where new risks and 

blind spots are created on websites today.

1. Inherited Poor Security Standards

2. Web Supply Chain Attacks 

3. Data Privacy Issues

4. Lack of Visibility 

Are the third-party tags running on your website safe? From a security perspective, 

what is the security level of your vendors? What if their status has recently 

changed? Who is monitoring the code changes on their side? The bottom line is 

simple - When you are hosting insecure or compromised code on your website, 

the problem becomes yours, both on security and compliance fronts.

Web supply chain attacks are becoming extremely common due to the amount of 

personal and payment information doing the rounds on the net. The logic behind 

the web supply chain attack is simple. Once the third-party entity or vendor has 

been breached, hackers can infiltrate your systems and harvest sensitive data via 

multiple attack vectors. In this case, the tag is the access point to your user data 

and systems.

While Tag Managers are technically “smart third-party scripts” that can load 

external code to the website pages, our research has shown that the security risk is 

bigger than many think. For example, Google Tag Manager (GTM), with a TMS 

market share of over 90%, is used by marketing teams to load external code and 

communicate with remote servers. These new dependencies are creating even 

more privacy risks.

Quickly implementing new functionality and boosting productivity is great, but what 

are the security implications of these additions? Who is monitoring the 

communications with remote servers? Are you sure there is no malicious code being 

uploaded to your servers? What about data leakage? More often than not, these 

kinds of issues cannot be detected by your traditional security tools and solutions.
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Reflectiz: Dynamic Tag 
Manager Security
Reflectiz is revolutionizing Tag Manager security by offering a holistic approach 

that enhances visibility and provides ongoing risk mitigation capabilities.

Unlike other vendors that mitigate specific threats only. Reflectiz offers dynamic risk mitigation with a 

360 view of all threat actors. This is a next-gen solution for the security challenges that are being created 

by the massive spike in Tag Manager usage and more. Using our transparency-enhancing Tag Manager 

tracking abilities  is the best way to manage, govern, and monitor tags today.

Reflectiz solution is able to map and establish the relationship chains that your implemented tags are 

creating, while breaking down all underlying dependencies, Your tag managers and all implemented tags 

are an integral part of your software security development lifecycle (SSDLC). With Reflectiz, you can start 

governing them and create a secure website with no installation or maintenance.

Get alerts, when a new tag is added. Know when one of the tags went rouge. For the first time, get the 

real visibility you need to allow the business to continue. 
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Tag Manager Security is Just 
One Part of the Puzzle

Tag Manager Security is Just One Part of the Puzzle

Tag manager security is just one component when it comes to securing your online business. Here are 
some more challenges that Reflectiz can help you solve.

Reflectiz is an unobtrusive solution that gives you a 360 view of all risks and 
allows your teams to make smarter decisions with consistent alerts, reports, and 
information, all via one centralized dashboard. All of this can be achieved 
without adding even one line of code and zero impact on website performance 
metrics, which is extremely crucial for maximizing customer satisfaction and 
brand performance. The time to switch from reactive to proactive is now. 

Multiple third-party tags, open-source frameworks, and engagement scripts are 
running on your website right now. Manage them smoothly via Reflectiz's one of a 
kind digital inventory. Detect and eliminate third-party risks as soon as they arise.

Website Domain Security
Use Reflectiz to scan your website ecosystem on an ongoing basis to eliminate all 
redundant remote domain dependencies and to detect internal domains that may be 
unsafe. You don't need to integrate and maintain external tools anymore

New security and privacy risks that expanding the online attack surface. Online 
businesses now need to protect their websites from next generation security threats 
such as client-side attacks, Web Skimming (Magecart), and data leakages.

Web Skimming and Magecart Protection

Privacy laws like GDPR and CCPA are getting stricter and holding data controllers 
(the websites) responsible for all kinds of data leaks and third-party exploits. 
Reflectiz is the ultimate tool to make you a responsible and efficient data controller.

Data Privacy and Compliance

Dynamic Digital Inventory
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